Questions regarding NT 02-2021 EYE

Question 1
Under requirement 3 which states "VAT Number" - we aren't currently in VAT but are expecting to soon (this year) be registered since our agency is open since 1 year and a half.

Answer 1
If the business is not registered with VAT (we can confirm it via ATK website) than it is okay.

Question 2
Under requirement 4 which states "the total turnover of the company/organisation over the past 3 years (2018, 2019 and 2020) must be equal to or exceed €150,000" - as mentioned above, our agency is open since October 2019 and haven't yet reached this amount of turnover.

Answer 2
The 150.000 euro turnover is mandatory therefore not meeting this requirement it means the bidder did not pass the eligibility criteria and the offer will not be evaluated further.